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Race Wars

Part 2

After conquering a movie volcano, everyone: male, female, black, and white, was blanketed in soot,
featureless grey masses with eyes. Also, John Lennon and Yoko Ono appeared inside giant garbage
bags, saying that people should go to job interviews like that. (43) Now why didn’t God endow people
with nondescript coverings to avoid discrimination? Evidently He thought we weren’t dirt and garbage,
having higher, more complex purposes in mind.
Christians against Racialism?
Martin Luther wrote The Jews and Their Lies. With Jewishness based primarily on bloodline, Luther
himself was a racialist. From Luther’s aforementioned book: “To be sure, one person is properly accounted nobler than another by reason of birth, smarter than another by reason of intelligence, or better
than another on account of his special virtues. For this miserable, sinful, and mortal life must be marked
by such differentiation and inequality, the requirements of daily life and the preservation of government
make it indispensable.” He simply condemned arrogance and abuse of others because of biological superiority.(44) Numerous Catholic popes condemned, warned against, or took measures against Jews in
various ways, especially Paul IV.-45
Some believers supposedly refute racialism using New Testament scripture. As mentioned
before, scripture is open to interpretation. Racialists also have a hundred scriptures “proving” their position. Rather, it’s futile to play scriptural ping-pong over issues like race, television, and other things that
early Christian writers never addressed.
I will however address one verse, for it is used more than all other verses combined: Acts
17:26: “He hath made of one blood all nations of men to dwell on all the earth………” This is where
they usually cut it off; the rest gives the true picture. “……..He hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds of their habitations.” This seems to indicate boundaries between different peoples
instead of racial integration. Also, out of every list of sins throughout Scripture, totaling hundreds, no sin
of racism is mentioned.
Then there’s the generic “God only looks on the inner person, not on the outside.” However, since He knew that people look on the outside, logically those differences adorn the outside for a
reason. Presumably, God created a spirit of equal value in every human being; everyone is equal that
way. However, human biology is very unequal, which differences profoundly affect thoughts and behavior. And the Bible nowhere says that God created everyone equal. These facts are paramount to my
conclusions about humanity. Also consider: Christianity & Race; Integrating Racial Realism and the
Christian Faith.(46) Modern groups: Catholic, Protestant, Orthodox, and nondenominational alike, are
traitors to their own historical viewpoints.
Someone queried “Why would racial bigotry be different from other forms of sin?” I say:
Because the Devil may have a more devious, twofold plan in mind. He can destroy everyone’s heritage
and God’s diversity by encouraging a multicultural melting pot, and when someone behaves badly and is
reprimanded for it, they can cry bigotry to escape punishment. If the Devil encouraged racial bigotry it
would countermand his more modern plan.
Disadvantages Needing Compensation?
Again, there are two camps. Egalitarians view some races as disadvantaged primarily through bad luck
and extraordinary oppression, which needs compensation. Racialists however view some races as being
disadvantaged primarily through undesirable genetic traits, which gene pools should therefore diminish.
If the claims of one group are shown to be illogical, the other group must be correct.
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Again, all races enslaved others, who were often of the same race, and all races were violent; greater violence was due to greater weaponry. Weapons didn’t magically appear for some groups
and not others; metallic deposits to make weapons were found in every single inhabited region. Primitive horses also existed in every inhabited region. Some groups used selective breeding to produce useful
strains of horses while other groups chose to eat or exterminate them, resulting in areas without horses.
And no area could have lacked animals which produce milk, since *all mammals produce milk.* Another complaint is that white settlers killed off others with contagion as if they were especially germy.
Rather, this was due to their superior immune system, clearly the product of desirable genetics. Moreover, white races toiled under the extreme disadvantage of inhabiting arctic climates unsuitable for growing food, while non-whites had optimal climates. The evidence is overwhelming; some races utterly
squandered their opportunities.
Racialists understand that psycho-cultural traits and capacities are determined by biological
race and that races differ decisively from one another. Racialism doesn’t equal racial supremacy; racialists often view those with desirable biology as having more accountability. God may smile on those who
exhibit bad behavior on account of undesirable biology, while frowning on someone that doesn’t fulfill
their manifest destiny. Furthermore, while racial supremacists may use and subjugate other races, racial
separatists ipso facto cannot; they believe that all races should be left to work out their own destiny.
Why Stir Up Controversy?
Regions with high percentages of Christian believers have higher crime rates and lower levels of productivity. Regions throughout the world which are particularly anti-religious generally have lower crime
rates and higher levels of productivity. So accepting the idea that the races are equal would invalidate
Christianity.
Instead, some races have genetic predisposition to success, and therefore have the luxury
of disposing of religion. Other races are genetically backwards and therefore cling to religion as a support system. This point validates Christianity. Besides, a million Christian preachers and a million Christian websites avoided controversy for the last quarter century. They made no progress while anti-religion
increased.
Troubled Whites
Gentile whites may perpetrate as much crooked activity as other races, but in white-collar ways. Eighty
percent of white businesspeople would likely victimize someone if opportunities arose. However, getting second and third opinions when seeing doctors and dentists, never borrowing from creditors, getting
a warrantee, liability waiver, or work contract when doing business, and taking other such precautions
protects you from white collar victimization. Yet those techniques are useless when encountering gun or
gang violence in the ghetto.
White Americans are stereotyped as dysfunctional and cold, in love with their houses and
cars, and obsessed with manicuring their lawns and poodles. These generalizations are legitimate. Most
whites are disconnected from their kin; white culture fails since whites often shun their own people.
Consequently, disgruntled people abandon their racial identity to embrace other races. However, others
usually won’t embrace you back, you’ll get shafted. Misfits have lived in black communities, and consequently have been shot dead or hooked on dope.
By replacing materialism, greed, dishonesty, and other bad traits with loving their neighbors and their own people, white problems would vanish. Although Gentile whites are very sick, race
mixing and multiculturalism resemble imaginary patches of air on wounds, or sealants to repair car tires
in human bodies. Deifying “the American Melting Pot” and demonizing segregation provides the illusion that we’ve become progressive, loving, and socially inclusive.
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If Gentile whites were left to themselves and focused only on their own culture, this
separation could give them time to heal, and help them be closer and more loving to each other. Moreover, white sub-races such as British, French, Germans, Greeks, Irish, Italians, Polish, Russians, Slavs,
Swedes, and Ukrainians must stop exalting their own sub-race over against the others. Likewise with
micro-races such as Hatfields and McKoys and personal family feuds; Stop that! Gentile whites must
work for the same goal, whether together or somewhat separately.
Instead, Gentile whites, having been more productive than all other non-white races
combined, are willing to become marginalized or wiped out from ultraliberal Gestapo tactics because
some people who happened to be white (but of a different race, which I’ll explain shortly) mistreated
others long ago, or because of guilt over having been successful. Consider that Whites commit suicide
three times (200%) more frequently than Blacks and Hispanics.(47) While whites spend their free time
walking around like zombies blasting leaf blowers, texting, or whatever, their culture is being dismantled.
On a television celebrity roast, comedian Steve-O asked boxer Mike Tyson to hold out
his fist. Steve-O proceeded to purposely run into Tyson’s fist, resulting in a bloody broken nose.-48
Because Steve-O’s antics sometimes resulted in self-harm, he was considered crazy. However, millions
of men allow strangers with lower morals, lower intelligence, and who are less healthy to take their women, their jobs, their culture, their money, their recognition, and their dignity. That’s purposely running
into a speeding truck. Although disparity between races comes from some races working harder and
having better morals than others, not prejudice, a dangerously insane ideology lurks among us.
Jesus of Nazareth asked everyone to love one another, even their enemies. But charity
begins at home; so trying to embrace other races while neglecting our own is futile. Notably, many
whites have never been to Europe. Vacationing in their region of origin would facilitate important selfawakenings; many areas are literally storybook lands of enchantment.
Multiculturalism Fails
Society’s root problem is being unloving, not racism. The unloving create delineations, such as the
Black Bloods and Crips gangs dressing in red or blue clothing and warring over that color difference.
Though we must respect and attempt to get along with whomever we encounter, we must not pretend to
harmonize with people of other races and cultures as we do our own. Also, superficially sharing public
places with different races, where everyone just sits there and doesn’t actually interact, has replaced oldfashioned neighborliness.
Although we should love others despite their differences, Jesus attempted to unite the
world by having everyone be of the same faith, not by promoting intermarriage or a one world government. Multiculturalism is a creative excuse to justify relativism and emulate inferior elements of other
cultures. We know this since strong elements of other cultures are ignored while bad characteristics are
imitated. Japanese children attending school six days a week instead of five, Chinese honoring of ancestors, Hispanics being happy with little, Indian marital stability, and Jewish tenacity are not imitated.
People emulate the overeating of greasy fast food by Americans, the financial materialism of whites, the
overt immorality and incivility of Africans, and religious relativism of Native Americans. This phenomenon is like water flowing downhill, not up; baser cultural elements are the easier route.
A big problem with multiculturalism is that each group has particular religious beliefs and
practices, while each lacks different values. Cultural relativists try to make religious beliefs and moral
values relative, disposing of ones that restrict their desired lifestyle and oppose their personal ideology.
Every race, culture, and nationality has some special qualities. Learn from the strong points of other
races and cultures while being faithful to your own.
And just because small mixed groups successfully set aside their differences is no proof
that this would work on the large scale. Besides, the agenda of the politically correct is altogether diff-
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erent. Underachievers and those who choose not to live according to traditional white or Christian
standards attempt to demolish those standards.
Counterfeit Verses True Social Fairness
Theoretically, embracing different races and cultures would help social outcasts find acceptance and
crush the unrighteous social scale. Instead, outcasts are now shunned and persecuted by multiple groups
instead of only their own. There’s a monumental difference between a social outcast who is shunned
and persecuted by all, thereby becoming isolated, and those of a different race who have hundreds of
their own people to connect with, and millions of similar people if they relocate to an area that shares
their demographic. Besides, race is always passed on completely from generation to generation; mental
and physical handicaps are not.
Furthermore, outcasts such as those with Asperger’s syndrome, catatonia, fat people, and
those with crippled legs actually have lower crime rates than the average person. There is no comparison. Racial separatism compares to the separation between the sexes, who have different social clubs,
washrooms, et cetera. We can use our differences as excuses to hate, ignore them at our peril, or we can
apply wisdom.
Preposterous Hypothetical Constructs
Contrived hypothetical situations are the opposite of sweeping generalizations. Although sweeping
generalizations pigeonhole anyone that doesn’t fit the generalization, generalizations fit thousands of
cases, and they fit more often than not. On the contrary, dishonest hypothetical situations usually do
NOT fit. At worst, they fit zero real life situations. Besides, they engender Hypothesis Contrary to Fact;
a logical fallacy consisting of a poorly supported claim about what might happen if circumstances or
conditions were other than they actually are. And while a hypothetical situation, if evenhandedly constructed, is a tool for determining truth, agenda-based hypotheticals are a form of card-stacking: a logical fallacy that only shows the best possible case while discarding all other facts.
In Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner a hypothetical situation involves a young woman who
introduces her black fiance’ to her parents. The man, a well-dressed doctor who is eloquent, likeable,
faithful, proper, and treats their daughter like a princess, has no flaws whatsoever.(49) Instead, let’s say
her black fiance’ arrived with a do-rag on, headphones blasting gangster rap music, pants falling down,
he’s rude, mean, unfaithful, unemployed, smokes a crack pipe, and blares “Yo wassssuuuup! I’m all
that and a bag of chips!” People would cry unfair. True enough, but many characters like the one I described exist in real life, while the hypothetical character does not. The aforementioned movie was like
a salesman wedging his foot in the door to pander his shameless product. The following year, Night of
the Living Dead starred a black man who punched out a white man and woman, dominated whites with
superior intelligence, and battled all white zombies.(50) Thereafter, movies shed all pretense.
Here’s a composite of several movie depictions: White men with crosses around their
neck, cultic pendants, and vampire teeth lie on the ground, foam at the mouth, spasm, and babble incoherently. An army halftrack, driven by a witty black man with a white woman in a thong bikini aboard
runs them over. The couple smooch, and drive off hand in hand into the sunset after saving the world.
The counterculture hates traditionalists and wants to wipe us out. Fighting back twice as hard is required to stop the obliteration of upstanding Christian white males and the longer term goal of repudiating
and emasculating men altogether. We are at war.
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Crime Rates and Solutions
Although informed people know that percentage-wise, blacks commit far more crime, they typically
claim that poverty causes crime. So should Whites who suffered through the Great Depression have
been drug dealers, panhandlers, prostitutes, pimps, muggers, and gangsters instead of working extremely
hard to survive? Black poverty rates merely double white rates while black crime rates are over sextuple white rates. And how does poverty cause rape?
Furthermore, when races mix, crime rates are far higher. Specifically, blacks assault whites
twenty-five times (2,500%) more frequently than whites assault blacks, murder whites twenty-two times
(2,200%) more frequently, rob whites 136 times (13,600%) more frequently, and black men rape white
women an astounding two hundred times (20,000% higher) for every black woman raped by a white
man according to the FBI and United States Department of Justice. (51-55) American President Thomas
Jefferson predicted this catastrophe long ago; he said that he shuddered to think of the consequences if
the integration of blacks and whites was allowed to proceed.(56) And black on white crime is NOT just
an American problem. It is a worldwide problem.57-59
Besides “poverty causes crime” another false cause fallacy is “education cures crime.”
Instead, criminals are generally of lower intelligence to begin with, so they often choose crime over education. Upstanding citizens are generally of higher intelligence to begin with, so they often choose education over crime. Intelligence is genetically based; different races have different intelligence levels.
60,61

Although most blacks are law abiding and some whites are not, most smokers never get lung cancer or emphysema while some non-smokers do. But rational people see the link between smoking and
lung conditions. Say there are barrels of inert hand grenades with a couple live ones in each barrel. You
can either pull the pin of one grenade each day, or climb five flights of stairs. The politically correct may
fritter with the grenades, since numerous people die from falling down stairs. Rather, proper risk assessment makes racial segregation imperative if unduly high cross-racial crime rates cannot be rectified.
Black men’s higher testosterone level and unrestrained behavior was beneficial when historical ancestors lived in jungles, and white men being extra aloof and selfish was beneficial when historical ancestors lived in arctic wastelands with limited food supplies. Now these qualities are extremely
harmful. All men may need medication and specialized help; all men’s crime rates far exceed that of
women’s. And women, regardless of race, must curb their biology. Cave-women’s intense desire to
reproduce was extremely desirable for survival. Now overpopulation facilitates starvation, war, traffic
jams, gridlock, and numerous conflicts. Since we’re no longer cave-people, major adjustments are needed. What comes naturally does not work today.
Many upstanding blacks would rather live amongst whites to escape black problems too.
But certain people have crosses they need to bear; for example: an extra small man sent to prison cannot
go to a woman’s prison to escape male violence, he must tough it out. Segregation is a motivation to influence your own people for the better.
Ulterior Motives
There are seven different ulterior motives; I list them here: Non-Christians could not repudiate the character of Christians, yet knew that most Christians were racially separate. Therefore a false standard was
created; race mixing and multi-culturalism as the gauge of morality. By viewing racial and cultural separatism is immoral (although non-Christians were racially and culturally separate too, a fact they conceal) we foolishly conceded that opponents of Christianity were morally superior to Christians. NO;
Jesus said about his Church: “Ye are the light of the world” (Matthew 5:14-15). Since non-Christians
originated modern race-mixing and Christian believers followed, this had to be a bad idea, unless the
world shines light to the Church not the other way around, and Jesus was confused.
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Imagine only being permitted to have gold coins and having to exchange coins of other
metals for gold ones. Your coins would be segregated from the others. How much would you complain?
Now consider that American blacks do everything in their power to not be stuck with all Black people.
What does that say about what blacks are made of? So either they want to leech off more successful
races, or use false equality to cry racism and thereby escape the consequences when they misbehave.
It cannot be anything else. And denying that distinct races exist essentially says that we fully control
every decision we make; acknowledging distinct races would be admitting that our biology controls us.
So pride is another motivation.
And multiculturalists DO NOT seek equal representation among the races and their motives aren’t pure; Indians, Hispanics, and Asians are underrepresented. Oftentimes, sixty percent of songs
from overhead store music feature black singers in areas that are one percent black. Some Whites now
laud African drums, dirty dancing, body piercing, and dreadlocks while accordion playing, polka dancing, Buddy Holly glasses, and flattops are ridiculed. Furthermore, many white women strictly pursue
black men for the purpose of sexual defilement.(62,63) So reprisal against whites for being successful is
a motivation. Here’s one more:
The Talmud is the ultimate authority for Jews. This is documented in the Universal Jewish Encyclopedia.(64) This is also logical, since it is far larger than the Torah, and contains an updated
version of the Torah.(65) Be mindful that everyone who is not a Jew is considered a Gentile. Quoting
the Talmud: “A heathen [Gentile] who pries into the Torah is condemned to death.”--Sanhedrin 59a.(66)
“Only Jews are human; Gentiles are animals.”—Baba Mezia 114a-b.(67) “If a heathen [Gentile] hits a
Jew, the Gentile must be killed. Hitting a Jew is hitting God.” —Sanhedrin 58b.(68) Baba Mezia 24a
and Baba Kamma 113b say that stealing from non-Jews is fine.(69) “Jews may use ‘subterfuges’(lies) to
circumvent [Gentiles] Baba Kamma 113a.(70) In their Talmud, a Jew debates God and wins.(71) Some
Talmudic texts are obscene, so I won’t print them here.(72,73) You can find many more excoriating texts
by doing Internet research. The Jewish Encyclopedia verifies this extremely condescending attitude.74
Sir Winston Churchill wrote a newspaper article saying that Jews had a worldwide conspiracy to overthrow civilization. Albert Einstein, a Jew, opposed the State of Israel, and identified Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin and his followers as terrorists. Former American President Jimmy
Carter identified Israelites as one of the worst perpetrators of human rights abuses. 75-77
Besides, Jews control the media and government far disproportionate to their population
percentage, thoroughly documented in the book Jewish Supremacism.(78) Zionist Occupational Governments entrance much of the world; remarkable since Jews comprise only 0.21% of the world’s population. That Jews generally promote race mixing and multiculturalism more than anyone else while generally practicing the opposite indicates that Jewish racial supremacists want to obliterate the distinctiveness of all non-Jews to better subjugate them; divide and conquer.
Israel Reexamined
A greater Holocaust was perpetrated against the German people. After World War II sociopathic leaders
from the United States, England, and Russia raped and tortured many German citizens. They were not
just against Nazis but against all of Germany. They then firebombed Germany, wherein millions of
innocent men, women, children, and babies burned to death, leaving the country in ruins. This plan was
promoted by Jewish author Theodore N. Kaufman in his book Germany Must Perish. Kaufman also
proposed that Gentile Americans be sterilized, to lessen their population. 79-81
This shouldn’t be too surprising since The Jewish Tanakh (100% written by Jews, which
Christians claim as their “Old Testament”) is filled with stories of the Jews robbing, defrauding, and
slaughtering all other people en masse (Deuteronomy 20:16-17, Joshua 6:21, Isaiah 43:2-3, and hundreds of other passages). These Jewish scriptures say that everyone else was completely evil; therefore
God ordered the Jews to kill almost everybody and take advantage of those they didn’t. However, there
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is no proof that that’s true any more than Adolf Hitler proved he was God’s appointed leader who used
his chosen people to decimate the evil world, despite what he wrote in his book Mein Kampf or said in
Hitler’s Table Talk.
Although Christians see themselves as Israel in those Hebraisms, and see all of it as
foreshadowing Christianity, none of the 14 million Jews worldwide see any Christianity there whatsoever. They don’t see Christians as Israel any more than they think zoo elephants are Republican politicians. Furthermore, millions of Jews see Christians and others as their biblical enemies the Amalekites,
Philistines, Hittites, and such. Yet some deluded Christian leaders encourage people to financially support Israel, which was founded on Zionists demolishing Palestinian homes, taking their possessions, and
murdering 1.5 million Palestinians since 1948, mirroring accounts in the so-called “Old Testament.”
82-87

The Jewish-dominated media often covers things up and blames others, like blaming
slavery on Gentile whites and Christians. Yet Jews are almost single-handedly responsible for the slave
trade; they are why America had black slaves (Who Brought the Slaves to America by Walter White and
other documented sources.88-97
Jews are a race as distinct from Gentile whites as Gentile whites are distinct from blacks.
If one group was called white, the other green (such as Alan Greenspan and Seth Green) this might clarify things. Although the Jews were God’s chosen people, after rejecting Christ, they went in a radically
different direction. Being one of God’s chosen people became contingent on being a follower of Christ
instead of lineage. Christian writings make this abundantly clear.
KKK
Almost everything about the Ku Klux Klan via television and movies is completely false. “Reality TV
Klansmen are pretenders, not members. Instead, one of the most chivalrous groups, which heroically
defended downtrodden people was the Ku Klux clan; adapted from kuklǒs (Greek for encircled). This
calls to mind American pioneers forming their covered wagons in a circle to defend against savage Indian attacks. The Kuklos Klan addressed physically abused women by giving the offending husband his
own medicine (unlike ineffective jail terms, which also rob the family of their breadwinner and burden
taxpayers). Klansmen also dedicated themselves to helping the poor.
The original Klan’s vigilantism and retribution was justified. In the post Civil War Reconstruction Period of American history, former slaves took vengeance while the United States government looked away. This vengeance included rape, murder, and burning down people’s homes; the Klan
responded by enacting martial law. If someone’s wife was raped and murdered, and his house burned
down, most men would naturally want to hang them. Capital punishment is not murder. The Apostle
Paul stated “If I be an offender, or have committed anything worthy of death, I refuse not to die” (Acts
25:11). Without Klan retribution, offenders would have escaped justice and run amok; statute laws were
inoperative.
The fascinating 1915 movie The Birth of a Nation has a refreshing perspective, dramatically portraying heroic Klansmen on beautiful white stallions.(98) Margaret Mitchell’s book Gone With
the Wind(99) featured a black man attacking Scarlett and the Klan’s heroic ride, unlike the famous movie which took its name and perverted its narrative, making Scarlett’s attacker white, her hero black, and
removed the Klan, whom Mitchell considered a necessity back then. The 1911 Encyclopedia Britannica’s Ku Klux Klan entry also recognizes Klansmen as heroes. Current entries obfuscate this, but history has already been written.100
Besides, the Black Panthers, far more violent than the Klan, aren’t denounced, and
whites support other black racist groups such as the NAACP and Black Lives Matter. I’ve confronted
liberals with these facts. They respond “No racial or militant group should exist.” Yet they continually
mention the KKK like a broken record, while never mentioning these other groups; bias indeed.
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Consider that while some groups, notably the Mafia, promoted vice: prostitution, gambling, drugs, intemperate alcohol consumption, and racketeering, the KKK enforced virtue in savage
fashion. This displeased many, including corrupt government officials, who benefited financially from
the vice. Also consider that many government officials and organized crime members were Jewish
(101,102); clansmen were anti-Jewish. The FBI even hired the Mafia to battle the KKK. These considerations explain why the Klan was demonized.
Besides, ultraliberals would free murderers and terrorists like Larry Hoover, allowing
them to victimize society because they are black, as they did in the Reconstruction Period. Jimmy Harris of Chicago, with sixty arrests and nine felony convictions, was free to attend Malcolm X College’s
Summit of Hope event; where social workers fawn over black offenders. The very next day, he attempted to rob Dr. Mir Jafar Shah, brutally stabbing his face and neck, punching him in the eye and stabbing
the bartender in the chest after he tried to apprehend Harris. Police then arrested Harris, who was soaked
in his victim’s blood.(103) Would it have hurt if clansmen dealt with Jimmy Harris instead of Malcolm
X College and our broken judicial system?
On December 29, 2012 Nathaniel Beller poured gasoline on his girlfriend, son, and
daughter and torched the house. Nathaniel, his girlfriend, and daughter perished. However, in a standoff with police on September 9th, Nathaniel, with a prior felony conviction for attacking police, said that
he poured gasoline throughout the apartment and would kill himself and his children. After arresting
Beller, police found his bathtub filled with gas, a cigarette lighter beside it. His son’s socks were also
soaked with gasoline, indicating that he was placed in the gas-filled tub. They quickly let Beller go because his girlfriend wouldn’t sign a complaint. Black “brothers and sisters” did nothing.(104) There are
no counterexamples of the law ignoring similar situations involving whites. So there is leniency towards
black people, the exact opposite of institutionalized racism.
Furthermore, there are numerous cases where blacks murdered, raped, sodomized, tortured, brutally beat, robbed, and burned white people alive in the late 20th century to now; often getting
little or no punishment.(105) You may ask “If these are true, well-known facts, why do prestigious
Whites promote racial integration and bewail segregation?” (besides the reasons listed under Ulterior
Motives). Undoubtedly their wealth allows them to insulate themselves from these problems. Hypocrites living in predominantly white neighborhoods in mansions surrounded by security gates, with steel
doors, burglar alarms, cameras, security patrols and guns at hand, who promote integration to be popular
should be loudly denounced and completely dismissed.
Besides, clansmen don’t “burn” crosses to attack Christianity, they light them to magnify
it. They don’t wear “sheets;” they wear hooded robes reminiscent of ancient monastics. Klan groups
have consisted of predominantly poor and blue-collar whites, disconnected from the oppressive establishment, and who supported the common working man.
Ideally, no racial group should exist. But instead of throwing self-righteous tantrums,
let’s help them become obsolete by meeting the needs of the disgruntled who feel compelled to join such
groups. Besides, people are insincere about wanting to eliminate all racial groups. For example, the
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) has been venerated, while the
NAAWP (a counterpart group for whites) is considered a hate group. Actually, if the races were separate, racial groups would not exist. They exist because of conflicts when races collide. Some women
have joined racial groups because of being raped by black men, and some men have joined racial groups
because a black man murdered a family member.
Yet while dope dealers destroy America’s children and welfare cheats rob them, Americans foam at the mouth in anger at hardworking conservative people who constitute most clansmen, who
have helped make the United States a better place to live. So instead of hating the Klan and similar
groups, let’s fix our own problems and end our hypocrisy. Since the Japanese killed three thousand at
Pearl Harbor, they waged war on them. Since Arabs killed three thousand in New York, they waged
war on them. Yet while black men kill, rape, and rob ten thousand whites every year, whites want to
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hold their hands and sing Kumbaya. Instead, they need racial groups more than ever before. Perhaps
they should form their own law, which bears not the sword in vain (Romans 13:1-4).
Mister Duke
My Awakening by former candidate for President David Ernest Duke(106) is indispensable. He does an
extremely thorough job of covering this subject, incorporating logic, personal experience, and illustrates
many examples. He also lists over a thousand references to his material; most of my references on race
come from his book. David Duke presents his case with honesty and integrity. As he notes, prejudice is
an unfavorable opinion or feeling formed beforehand without knowledge, thought, or reason. This describes his opponents, not David Duke, whose character is distorted into unrecognizable nonsense before
knowing the true person. While I misidentified with blacks, I now identify with David Duke. I highly
recommend seeing his Internet videos and website.(107,108) David has dedicated his entire life to what
he believes in. However, I disagree on some points. So here is my input:
David Duke rightfully notes that until the 1930s scientists recognized different races of
humanity as decisively as different species and subspecies in the animal kingdom, before Jewish Marxists succeeded in pushing their agenda. He rightfully teaches that genes and heredity determine behavior
more than any other factor, countering integrationists who teach that environmental factors are everything. Granted, genes are more significant than environmental factors, Mister Duke has demonstrated
this.
However, what’s most important is knowing what we can change about ourselves. Secondly, the gene factor can be abused, causing sinful pride and a superior attitude. It can also be abused
by blaming genes and heredity for bad behavior and personality traits instead of taking responsibility or
admonishing others to do so. Thirdly, Christianity teaches that the greatest factor in behavior and personality is not your natural birth, but whether or not you are born again to God; your dedication to either
wickedness or righteousness, through your free will.
Notably, Duke promotes evolutionary theory while I’m a Creationist. Yet Creationists
should know that everyone could not have come from just two people six thousand years ago, a biological impossibility. Regardless, there are several sources that, taken together, refute the idea that Africa is
the cradle of civilization.(109-111). Besides, anthropologists originally concluded that civilizations came
from the Middle East. Charles Darwin originated the out of Africa theory based on his belief that Blacks
were a missing link between Whites and apes. Modern society removed that aspect of the theory and retailored it to reflect politically correct artificial equality. Instead, God may have created yellow, brown,
white, black, and red couples to inhabit different parts of Earth with its natural boundaries. If that’s true,
then race-mixing obliterates God’s handiwork. If Evolution is true, then race-mixing destroys millions
of years of evolutionary progress. Besides, though few people are racists, we are all prejudiced to a degree.(112) So race-mixing is wrong and fails regardless.
Priorities
Don’t assume that everyone else has the same values, ethics, aspirations, goals, and worldview that you
do. The results can be fatal. Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, members of the Fuchs-Gold spy ring, were entrusted to the Manhattan Project, yet sold atomic bomb secrets to the Russians.(113,114) Although hydrogen bombs supposedly rendered A-bombs obsolete, consider that hydrogen (fusion) bombs require
atom (fission) bombs to detonate them.
Although Christians help whoever needs it, we must prioritize, first helping our immediate
family. And same-race Christians are a natural extension of our immediate blood family. If all other races only help their own race while Gentile whites are indiscriminate, Whites will be wiped out as surely
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as if one father would split his paycheck with every family on the street, while other fathers only spend
their check on their own family.
Teddy Roosevelt’s Idea verses Dysgenics-115
The real evil is dysgenics. Dysgenic governments kill off the most intelligent, accomplished, hardworking, talented, and moral citizens by confiscating their money through exorbitant taxes, thereby reducing
their birthrates, and using that money to fund high birthrates among unintelligent, unsuccessful, and
criminally active citizens through welfare programs. Upstanding citizens are forced to share their paychecks with fornicators, the slothful, drug addicts, those who trash their own housing complexes, and
criminals. Dysgenic governments are now run by powerful Jews, who dish out their own holocaust.
They seek to destroy Gentile whites, the people they believe have so wronged them; this is genocide.
Who are fine citizens asked to share their paychecks with? By visiting “needy” countries,
you’ll see people fornicating in the street, defecating in the street, a dead body lying in the street, torturing of animals, bodily mutilation, people fleeing with stolen goods while the owner shoots at them,
people regularly serving food with mud in it, and lines of cardboard boxes crammed with people because of extreme overcrowding. Even if these were lands of doe-eyed children per media distortions,
aiding them without absolute guarantees of population control and far better conditions actually causes
MORE suffering; MORE starving children and MORE flies.
No great black or brown civilization existed anywhere in recorded history. Even Egypt
was white until its decline; Queen Cleopatra was wholly of Greek lineage. Rather, the opposite holds
true, whether the city of Detroit, country of Haiti, or the African continent. And in India, a half billion
people defecate on the ground. They force others to clean it up, who die miserable deaths from the
contagion from human waste.
Civilizations eventually become dysgenic: the incapable, irresponsible, immoral, and
unintelligent multiply exponentially, causing genetic degeneration which destroys that civilization. Instead, all races need eugenics, a principle advocated by great United States President Theodore “Teddy”
Roosevelt and other illuminators: encouraging the best to procreate and discouraging the worst from
multiplying. Throughout the “Old Testament” God is said to have practiced eugenics; blessing the righteous and productive with families and cursing degenerates, hastening their demise. Now He leaves that
to us.
Leaving things to nature is insufficient, as carefully cultivated gardens left to nature become overgrown and nonproductive. Intelligent people coerce useful animal and plant species to reproduce; backwards strains are depleted. Humans are also part of this natural order. Applying our knowledge to keep ourselves in order keeps the world going around. Without this, we will regress into hell;
ignorance is sin. Yet ironically, we’re more concerned about dogs being purebred and avoiding mongrelizing, while encouraging the opposite in humans.
Conclusion
The goal of cultural Marxists isn’t racial equality or cultural harmony. It’s a black verses white, Jew
verses non-Jew, or Atheist verses Christian thing. Multiculturalism is a strategy to destroy white
Christian heritage, culture, values, happiness, and spirituality.
Regardless, race-mixing, at best, achieves nothing. It doesn’t make thing better, just different, and diverts attention from society’s real problems. At worst, it destroys civilizations; jumbled
divided lands are easily conquered by a unified group.
Although the quixotic idealism of race-mixing and multiculturalism attacks racial and
cultural prejudice head-on (while ignoring Jewish racial and cultural prejudice) separation of the races
and cultures would prevent people from actually suffering persecution and discrimination to begin with,
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whether people remain prejudiced or not. To end racial animosity and hatred, all we must do is recognize the differences that God made, and preserve and cherish these distinctions. So multiracialism fails
regardless.
In Heaven, race and culture distinctions may no longer exist; everyone may be united and
equal. However, that time isn’t now; these distinctions serve a function, allowing for a maturing process
before people are ready. With a fallen nature, people would be united for bad purposes, illustrated by the
fabled tower of Babel story.
And since multiculturalism, race-mixing, and political correctness originated from nonChristians to oppose Christians, these ideas are COUNTERFEIT social equality, dangerous ideas to vehemently oppose. Artificial equality is a religion of envy and hatred. See the video The Reason White Men
are Blamed for Everything. (116) When this false doctrine doesn’t produce equal results, egalitarians enforce “equality” with oppression or genocide.
Concerning the promotion of race mixing, Abraham Lincoln stated “How long in the Government of a God great enough to make and maintain this Universe, shall there continue knaves to vend
and fools to gulp, so low a piece of demagoguism as this?117
People are told endlessly by the leftist media that they are alone in their opposition to multiracialism. That’s a LIE; the White Nationalist community is connected worldwide.(118) If this gigantic
network is available in your country, and you are White, get connected. If every racialist comes forward
(and there are many) and combats this outrage, multiracialism and the degrading of Gentile whites will
be overturned. However, Whites must first stop stabbing each other in the back, better themselves, and
love each other so they need not consider harebrained schemes to begin with. Dear Chinese readers:
Don’t get yourselves into this mess us Whites have gotten into. You’ve been warned!
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